The overbridge at Kangaroo Valley Road is designed as the southern Berry town entrance statement, acting as a visual marker for the township of Berry.

It will be viewed by motorists using the highway as well as pedestrians and local traffic using Kangaroo Valley Road.

It is envisaged that the overbridge will feature a special ‘artwork’ throw screen in keeping with its interchange role.

This artwork will be rust coloured to complement the Corten colour of the existing David and Alexander Berry Memorial.

Additionally the following features are envisaged:

- Sandstone finish to bridge abutments giving it a distinctive character from the highway and connecting with the local character of Berry.
- Shared pedestrian/cycleways on both sides of the bridge, maintaining the link between Berry’s town centre and residences to the west.
- Sandstone texturing for the footpath to tie in with the sandstone look bridge abutments.
- Planter boxes or paved urban art to enhance street appeal will be determined in consultation with the community.